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A New Method of Temporal Phase Shifting using Principle of Stroboscopy for 
Characterizing Microstructures 
Davoud Mohammad Ali Zadeh 
Temporal Phase Shifting Interferometry is the most common method for characterization 
of surface, profile and displacement properties of micro devices. Common methods of 
phase shifting require PZT based devices that have inherent errors due to non-linearity. 
To avoid these errors during phase shifting, a new phase shifting technique is presented 
in this work. A detailed analysis of the temporal phase shifting technique was performed 
and an optimized methodology for phase shifting was also established. This technique 
utilizes the advantage of stroboscopic interferometry to create phase shifted images 
without requiring any component for phase shifting. The feasibility of the proposed 
method of phase shifting was demonstrated using the developed Acoustic-Optic 
Modulated Stroboscopic Interferometer (AOMSI) on simple ID and 2D micro structures 
designed specifically for this purpose. 
The proposed method was used for surface profiling and static characterization of the 
microstructures. Experiments were performed on microcantilevers in order to extract the 
curvature of the device due to residual stress on it. The same device was tested under a 
commercial surface profiler with lA resolution and the results were found to be in good 
agreement with the results from the proposed technique. Static characterization was 
performed to identify the tip deflection and profile variation of the microcantilever in 
iii 
response to various DC voltages. A capacitor-based cantilever was tested under varied 
electrostatic loads and the deflection of the cantilever was extracted using the proposed 
method. The deflection of the cantilever was predicted using a theoretical model based on 
energy method. Static characterization results from the proposed technique were found to 
be in good agreement with the predicted results. 
To extend the applicability of this technique without affecting the spatial resolution for 
micro devices larger than the field of view of the interferometer, stitching method was 
proposed and three different stitching configurations were also presented. The same 
device was tested in full-field of view under the commercial profiler. Good agreement 
between the result of presented stitching methods and commercial profiler demonstrates 
the reliability of the presented methods for stitching large structures. 
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Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is a technology suited for the integration of 
mechanical elements, sensors, actuators, and electronics using batch-level 
microfabrication technology. MEM is diverse technology that could significantly impact 
every category of products [1]. Already, MEMS is used for many applications ranging 
from neural probes to active suspension systems for automobiles. The nature of MEMS 
technology and its diversity for useful applications make it a far more enabling 
technology than integrated circuit microchips [2]. 
Manufacturing processes that can make small features have been developed in recent 
years. Electrostatic, magnetic, electromagnetic, pneumatic and thermal actuators, motors, 
valves, gears, cantilevers, diaphragms, and tweezers of less than 100 micron have been 
fabricated using this technology. The MEMS devices have been used as sensors for 
pressure, temperature, mass flow, velocity, sound, and chemical composition, as actuators 
for linear and angular motions, and as simple components for complex systems, such as 
lab-on-a-chip, robots, micro heat-engines and micro heat pumps. They have been 
fabricated using integrated circuit batch-processing technologies. Current manufacturing 
techniques for MEMS include micromachining, bulk micromachining, lithography, 
electro deposition, plastic moulding, etc [3]. 
1.2 History of MEMS 
The invention of transistor at Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1947 was a start of fast-
growing microelectronic technology. The first integrated circuit (IC) in 1958 using 
germanium (Ge) devices was built by Jack Kilby and later Robert Noyce developed a 
planar double-diffused Silicon IC [4]. The complete transition from the original Ge 
transistors with grown and alloyed junctions to silicon (Si) planar double-diffused 
devices took about 10 years. The success of Si as an electronic material was due to its 
lower material costs relative to other semiconductors. 
In 1954 it was discovered that the piezo resistive effect in Ge and Si had the potential to 
produce Ge and Si strain gauges with 10 to 20 times greater sensitivity than those based 
on metal films. As a result, Si strain gauges were developed commercially in 1958[4-5]. 
The first high-volume Si pressure sensor was marketed by National Semiconductor in 
1974[5]. This sensor included a temperature controller for constant-temperature 
operation. Improvements in this technology since then have included the utilization of ion 
implantation for improved control of the piezo resistor fabrication [5], 
Around 1982, the term micromachining was introduced to designate the fabrication of 
micromechanical parts. They were fabricated by etching selectively the areas of the 
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silicon substrate in order to leave behind the desired geometries. Isotropic etching of 
silicon was developed in early 1960s for transistor fabrication. Anisotropic etching of 
silicon was introduced in 1967. Various etch-stop techniques were subsequently 
developed to provide further process flexibility. Bulk micromachining is a process in 
which the bulk of the silicon substrate is etched to leave behind the desired 
micromechanical elements. Bulk micromachining is a useful technique for the fabrication 
of micromechanical elements. However, the need for flexibility in device design and 
performance improvement has motivated the development of new concepts and 
techniques for micromachining [4-7]. 
Since 1990, the MEMS have advanced from the early stage of technology development, 
device exploration, and laboratory research, to the mature stage of mass production and 
applications. It also helped exploration and research in many new areas [8]. Since then, 
remarkable research progress has been achieved in MEMS under strong capital 
promotions from both government and industries. Many new Frontiers of research and 
application are developing in biological research and medical instruments, micro-energy 
sources—micro-fuel cells, environmental energy converters, remote energy supply 
techniques, radio frequency and optical/IFR communication, environmental monitoring, 
and protection, ocean and water-way studies, and nano-micro-mixed technology [8]. 
Equivalent terms for MEMS are micro systems in Europe and micro machines in Japan 
[3]. In addition to the commercialization of some integrated MEMS devices, such as 
micro accelerometers, inkjet printer head, micromirrorss, etc., the concepts and feasibility 
of more complex MEMS devices have been proposed and demonstrated for many 
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applications in varied fields of micro fluidic, aerospace, biomedical, chemical analysis, 
wireless communications, data storage, display, optics, etc. [2]. 
Advanced research in MEMS covers the potential uses of not only silicon and 
semiconductors but also other new innovative materials [9-10]. 
The rapid growth of MEMS technology has generated diverse developments in many 
different fields, ranging from automotive to medicine, pharmaceutics, manufacturing, 
space, consumer products, and bioengineering. MEMS technology features small size, 
fast response time, high precision, and integration of transducers with control electronics. 
In addition, MEMS fabrication achieves low cost through batch fabrication techniques 
[2], 
1.3 Need for Mechanical Characterization Tools in MEMS 
Many experts have indicated that commercialization of MEMS technology must include 
an improvement in reliability and reduction in costs, particularly packaging costs [9]. 
Mechanical characterization of MEMS materials is increasingly important in view of 
improving reliability and assessing the life time of new devices. Various types of 
characterization would be required based on the application of the specimen. These 
methods include, surface profiling, static and dynamic characterization, tensile, and 
torsion and fatigue testing of specially designed microstructures, particle characterization, 
performance characterization, etc. 
Rapid development in microsystem technology made the development of various 
actuated MEMS structures possible [54-55]. Most microstructures, because of being used 
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in highly accurate sensors and components, extremely depend on their mechanical 
specification. For example controlling the thickness of the deposition thin film is critical 
during manufacturing of the semiconductors and optical components [56] as its properties 
after deposition vary base on processing conditions [57]. Similarly boundary conditions 
of micromechanical structures such as AFM probes are non-classical in nature, and they 
influence the modal response and natural frequencies of the cantilever that cannot be 
modeled on purely classical boundary conditions [58]. Theoretical modeling could give a 
feedback for microstructures but in order to obtain exact information of microstructures, 
an appropriate testing method is required [59-60]. 
Various tools and techniques are always developed for this purpose on the basis of 
product type and required accuracy. In this report available tools and techniques for in-
plane and out-of-plane characterization of microstructures are classified into two different 
methods, contact or non-contact type and optical or non-optical method [7]. 
1.3.1 Non-optical methods 
Different techniques that do not use light for characterizing have been developed over the 
last few years. The four most common techniques are reviewed here. Scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) images the sample surface by scanning it with a high-energy beam of 
electrons in a raster scan (see Figure 1.1). In this technique the electrons interact with the 
atoms and make up the sample producing signals that contain information about the 
sample's surface topography, composition and other properties such as electrical 
conductivity. SEM images have a very large depth of field which can be useful for 
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extracting three-dimensional information of the sample. This technique has the limitation 
on the specimen size and the sample should be located in a vacuum environment [19-18]. 
Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer [17] developed the atomic force microscope (AFM) in 
the early 1980s and Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) in 1981. AFM consists of a 
micro scale cantilever with a sharp tip (probe) at its end that is used to scan the specimen 
surface. The forces between the tip and the sample leads to a deflection of the cantilever 
that is measured using a laser spot reflected from the top surface of a cantilever into an 
array of photodiodes as shown in Figure 1.2. STM is based on the concept of quantum 
tunnelling and considered as a powerful technique for viewing surfaces at the atomic 
level. When a conducting tip is brought very near to a metallic or semiconducting 
surface, a bias between the two can allow electrons to tunnel through the vacuum 
between them. STM can be a challenging technique, as it requires extremely clean 
surfaces and sharp tips. The advantage of AFM is that they can be used in ultra high 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of Scanning Electron Microscopy [16]. 
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vacuum, air and various other liquid or gas ambient, and at temperatures ranging from 
near zero Kelvin to a few hundred degrees Celsius. However in contact type of surface 
measurement by AFM, soft material or bio-medical samples, might be damaged or 
scratched. 
In Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) there is a narrow probe electrode which is 
held just above the surface of a sample and scans across the sample and extracts profile of 
the surface through the information obtained from the change in electrostatic capacitance 
between the surface and the probe. Table 1.1 illustrates the capability and limitation of 
four presented microscopes comparing with optical Microscope. 
- P h o t o d i o d e 
Figure 1.2 A scematic of Atomic Force Microscopy [17]. 
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Optical microscope SEM/STM SCM/AFM 
Operating 
Environment 





Depth of Field Small Large Medium 
Resolution: X, Y 1.0pm 5nm O.lnm 
Resolution: Z n/a n/a 0.05nm 
Effective 




substantial Little or none 
Characteristics 
required for sample 
not be completely 











Table 1.1. Comparison of common microscopes [18]. 
1.3.2 Optical based methods 
Ability to make high accuracy, non-contact, non-destructive and full-field measurements 
make optical metrology appropriate for characterization of microstructures [61]. Each of 
them is essential in some application. As an example, in vibration pattern of a piezo-
motor, the monitoring of the whole surface rather than a single point is necessary [37]. 
Urgent needs of biomedical, data storage, actuators, and sensors industries have promoted 
the development of various techniques with the ability to produce ultra high precision 
surface profiling [15]. Optical characterization technique is considered as one of the best 
methods for characterizing microstructures due to its ability to provide high accuracy, 
non-contact, non-destructive and full-field measurements [14]. Optical based 
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characterization techniques can be broadly classified into focus sensing and 
interferometric technique [15,19]. 
1.3.3 Focus sensing techniques 
Confocal microscopy is one of the most important optical focus-sensing techniques that is 
commonly used in scientific and industrial applications for surface profiling. It can be 
considered as a replacement technique for stylus instruments, while non-contact nature of 
this technique makes this method faster than stylus instruments. Figure 1.3 shows 
schematic layout of Confocal microscopy. Unlike wide-field images such as fluorescence 
microscope it is using a pinhole in an optically conjugate plane in front of the detector to 
eliminate out of focus information and provide better image quality. By scanning over the 






(C o o LL 
Figure 1.3 Schematic layout of Confocal microscopy [15]. 
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While focus sensing devices are considered useful for surface profiling, they can not be 
used for dynamic characterization of the microstructure for which Interferomtric 
technique are necessary. 
1.3.4 Interferometry technique 
Interferometric technique is an extension of the optical focusing technique, and it 
increases the sensitivity of optical stylus concept by using interference of light [15]. This 
technique makes use of the principle of superposition to combine separate waves together 
to have some meaningful property that is diagnostic of the original state of the waves. 
Most interferometers use light or some other form of electromagnetic wave. The outcome 
of all interferometry techniques is one or a few interferograms, they are obtained as a 
result of path differences between two interfering beams. The resolution of this system is 
limited only by the diffraction limit and aberration [15]. Optical interferometry has been 
used for measuring surface profiles, displacements, and optical distances with accuracy in 
the order of 1/100 of the wavelength of the light used [20]. A few develop method for 
static and surface characterization using interferometry techniques are discussed in the 
next chapter. 
1.4 Interferometry Technique for Surface Profile and Static Behavior 
Surface profiling is essential in fabrication of the microstructures for optimizing the 
process design. Static characterization of microstructures under static load is a 
requirement for fabricated microstructures before being used in working condition. The 
high-accuracy surface profile interferometry measurements include the heterodyne 
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interferometry method, the phase-shifting interferometry method, and sinusoidal phase 
modulating (SPM) interferometer [21]. Various microscopic interferometers have been 
developed for satisfying both requirements. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic layout of one of 
microscopic Mirau interferometer system. 
The principle in a Mirau interferometer is the same as in a Michelson interferometer. The 
difference between the two is in the physical location of the reference arm. The reference 
arm of a Mirau interferometer is located within the object arm and microscope objective 
assembly. The big advantage of this interferometer is that any vibration on the sample 
could be transferred equally to both paths. Hence, any mechanical movement of specimen 









Figure 1.4 A schematic layout of Microscopic Mirau interferometer system. 
1.4.1 Stroboscopic interferometer 
Many MEMS and micro Opto-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MOEMS) devices are 
specifically designed as actuators, deflectors, motors or other moving systems. Hence 
dynamic and static behavior of these systems is of great interest. Although, vibratory 
motion of sample is detrimental to conventional interferometry, a stroboscopic source 
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illumination can capture repeated images of the sample at the same phase of oscillation so 
that the interference pattern would appear stable. Eguchi et al. and Nakano at el. adapted 
the stroboscopic technique to a phase-shifting interference microscope for measuring 
micro-mechanical systems in the early 1990's [22,23] and there are now a number of 
commercial instruments that offer this capability, including scanning white light 
interferometers. 
The most recent work on stroboscopic interferometry was published by David A. Horsley 
from University of California. He collected dynamic and static measurements of surface 
profile of a bimorph deformable mirror (DM) used in adaptive optics system. Figure 1.5 
shows a block-diagram of this phase-shifting interferometer. The instrument is a 
Twyman-Green interferometer in which a piezoelectric stage translates a reference 
mirror in order to introduce a controlled phase-shift between the light passing through the 
reference and measurement arms of the interferometer. Surface height variations in the 
DM create interference fringes when the reference and measurement beams are 
recombined, producing an interferogram that is captured and digitized using a CCD 
camera and a frame-grabber card. The surface profile of the DM is reconstructed using 
four interferograms collected at four distinct phase shifts (0, 7i/2, n, 3n/2) using 
Hariharan's algorithm [24]. 
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Figure 1.5. Stroboscopic interferometer block-diagram. RM: reference mirror, 
HWP: half-wave plate, QWP: quarter-wave plate, PBS: polarizing beam-splitter, 
POL: polarizer, DM: deformable mirror, HVA: high voltage amplifier, DD: digital 
delay [24]. 
The interferometer was outfitted with a pulsed diode laser to allow the DM surface 
profile to be measured in response to time-varying voltage inputs. Strobing the 
illumination source gates the image, allowing motion at frequencies much faster than the 
CCD frame rate (30 Hz) to be measured. The strobed illumination is synchronized to the 
high voltage line used to drive one of the actuators on the DM, and a programmable 
digital delay unit is used to control the time delay between the applied voltage and the 
optical pulse. Even though obtained result from this setup has high resolution, two issues 
should be discussed about this setup. First PZT is used on the reference mirror for 
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shifting the phase. PZT base phase shifters usually carry the mechanical error. In 
addition, non-linearity of PZT is the main source of error which is not ignorable in most 
cases [25, 26, 27, 28]. The second issue is that this set up is using LED as light source. 
Usually LEDs are not monochromatic and have restrictions in coherence length and 
frequency stability [19]. Using a He-Ne laser source and acousto-optic modulator (AOM) 
for pulsating the-light would isolate the system from the error of LED and pulse 
generator. 
1.4.2 Digital laser micro interferometer 
A digital laser micro interferometer has a capability to measure both static and dynamic 
properties of MEMS and microstructures [29]. L.Yang et al [30] developed a universal 
digital laser micro-interferometer for measuring out-of-plane and in-plane displacements 
under either a static or a dynamic loading. Figure 1.6 illustrates the schematic layout of a 
digital laser micro-interferometer with a stroboscopic illumination. Developed system 
uses a long-distance microscope (LDM) incorporated with an out-of-plane or an in-plane 
digital speckle pattern interferometry (DSPI) and a stroboscopic illumination 
synchronized with vibration signal by a controller. The controller can generate both a 
continuous illumination (for static investigation or for vibration investigation by the time-
average method) and a stroboscopic illumination (for dynamic measurement and 
analysis) without changing any optical arrangement in the setup. The disadvantage of this 
system is that the actuators use a synchronizing to vary the delay between two 
frequencies and they relay on commercial phase shifter for TPS. Developing a system 
which does not require any phase shifter can also avoid the error of phase shifter. 
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Figure 1.6 Schematic layout of a digital laser micro-interferometer with a 
stroboscopic illumination [30]. 
1.5 Processing of a Fringe Pattern 
Fringe patterns (interferograms) produced by various types of optical techniques such as 
holographic interferometry, moire interferometry, and fringe projection are used widely 
in the measurement of shapes, displacement and strain [31], The measurement precision 
is influenced directly by processed fringe pattern [31]. The fringe patterns are usually 
analyzed automatically and the methods of processing fringe patterns are mainly 
classified as fringe tracking, and phase measurement methods. 
1.5.1 Fringe tracking 
Before the development of phase-measurement techniques, intensity-based techniques 
were the only image-processing tools available for the automatic analysis of 
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interferograms [32]. Fringe tracking involves a search for the locus of the fringe maxima 
(or minima) by examining the pixel values in all directions from the starting point (often 
determined manually) and moving the pixel locus in the direction along which the sum of 
the intensity is maximized (or minimized) or alternatively the gradient is a minimum. In 
this way only a limited set of the whole image array is examined [32]. 
Fringe tracking method currently is used, either manually or automatically, in 
applications where high precision is not needed and large fringe orders are involved in 
the analyses. This approach results in saving the cost of experimental design as a 
precision phase-shifting mechanism is not needed. Other advantage of this method is that 
only one image is required for the analysis leading to a saving of computation time [23, 
33, 32]. Figure 1.7 illustrates the result of analyzing a holographic interferogram by 
automatic fringe analysis with a computer image processing system [32] 
Figure 1.7 Result of analysing a holographic interferogram by automatic fringe 
analysis with a computer image processing system [32]. 
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1.5.2 Fourier Transform method 
Fourier transform methods (FTM) have been applied to various kinds of interferometric 
techniques such as holographic interferometry, shearography or Moire' interferometry 
[34], The FTM usually involves introducing a known set of linear carrier fringes in order 
to modulate information fringes. This results in a simple fringe pattern with 
monotonically increasing or decreasing fringe order. If the spatial frequency content of 
amplitude variations of the information fringes is less than the spatial carrier frequency, 
the Fourier spectrum of the carrier modulated fringe pattern will exhibit three distinct 
peaks. The central peak represents the zero frequency component of the spectrum. One of 
the two outer peaks of the spectrum can be filtered from the rest, shifted to zero 
frequency and inverse transformed to yield a complex function for each pixel position of 
the digitized carrier-coded fringe pattern. Noise is removed by the proper selection of the 
filtering window in the spectrum domain. The phase of the original interferogram cp(x, y) 
can be obtained by taking the arctangent of the ratio of the imaginary to the real parts of 
the complex function. 
In Fourier transform method, better removal spatial noise improves the measurement 
accuracy. It is fast to perform and one interferogram is enough to analysis the fringe 
pattern. It has much better accuracy than fringe tracking method. How ever, it does not 
have the accuracy of the phase shifting method [32], 
1.5.3 Phase shifting method 
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Earlier methods of extracting phase information and consequently, the connected 
parameters of interest, were very laborious and time-consuming and also suffered from 
the inherent inaccuracies of the procedures [19]. With the easy availability of 
computational and processing power and charge-coupled device array detectors, many 
automatic fringe evaluation procedures have been developed [15]. Table 1.2 provides 
information of different methods for phase evaluation and compare them with their 
performance. 
Parameters Fringe Tracking Fourier Transform Phase Shifting 
Number of Interferograms 1 1 Minimum 3 
Resolution 1 to 1/10 X 1/10 to 1/30 X 1/10 to 1/100 X 
Inherent noise suppression partially No(yes) Yes 
Speed of evaluation Low Low High 
Experimental effort Low Moderate High 
Sensitivity to external Low Low Moderate 
influence 
Cost Low Moderate High 
Table 1.2 Comparison of different fringe analyzing method [35]. 
As seen in Table 1.2, the phase shifting method, because of its higher resolution and 
higher speed, can be considered promising of the phase evaluation method. Next chapter 
provides the detail information of the phase shifting method for characterizing. 
1.6 Objective and Scope of the Thesis 
The primary objective of this research work is to develop a new method of Temporal 
Phase Shifting (TPS) using the principle of stroboscopy for characterizing 
microstructures. 
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The scope of the work includes 
• Developing Acousto-Optic Modulated Stroboscopic Interferometry (AOMSI) for 
performing new method of TPS without requiring any phase shifter. 
• Design of simple MEMS microstructures to implement the developed method of 
TPS. 
• Implementing the presented method for Surface profiling and static 
characterization 
• Developing a stitching method for characterizing large structures. 
• Validation of the results acquired using the developed TPS method with the 
results from the commercial interferometry profiler. 
Chapter 2 
Study of Phase Shifting Interferometer 
2.1 Introduction and Background 
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Phase distribution is encoded in intensity distribution as a result of interference which can 
be retrieved from the interference pattern [32,36]. Techniques for determining the phase 
can be split into two basic categories, electronic and analytic. For analytical techniques, 
intensity data are recorded while the phase is temporally modulated, and then used to 
compute the relative intensity measurements. Electronic techniques are also known as 
heterodyne interferometry[37] is used extensively in distance measuring interferometers 
where the phase at a single point with a fast update is required. The analytic methods can 
be subdivided into two techniques, one that integrates the intensity while the phase is 
increased linearly, and a second where the phase is altered in steps between intensity 
measurements. The first method is referred to as integrating bucket phase-shifting, while 
the second is termed phase-stepping. 
Phase-measurement technique has been applied to holographic and Moire' 
interferometers in the late 1970s and early 1980s [38] for the measurement of wave front 
in interferometers. Since then, various phase measurement methods have been developed. 
Phase-measuring interferometer technique is divided into two main categories taking the 
phase data sequentially (temporal phase shifting), and simultaneously (spatial phase 
shifting). 
Currently the phase-shift method is the most popular in the field of the optical precision 
measurement. The limitations of this technique are due to phase-shift errors and the need 
for at least three interferograms for analysis. In applications involving high fringe 
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densities a good degree of accuracy can be obtained without using the phase-shift method 
[31,33]. 
2.2 Available Methods for Shifting the Phase 
2.2.1 Introduction 
In order to measure accurately the wavefronts in broadband light, a phase shifting 
interferometer must be capable of obtaining zero path difference to give reasonably high-
contrast fringes [40-41]. If two beams have a common source, phase shifting would 
happen because of the optical path differences. The value of phase can be calculated 
using Equation (2.1). 
Ap = -^-A<p (2.1) 
2.71 
where A(p is the phase differences between two waves, Ap is the optical path difference 
between them, and X is the wavelength of the light source. 
2.2.2 Linear reference surface displacement 
In most phase-shifting interferometers phase shift is achieved by linear displacement of 




Figure 2.1 Phase shifting by linear displacement of the reference surface using 
piezoelectric. 
Pierre Boher[44] developed a phase shifting interferometer for the characterization of 
nano devices using white light for illumination of the object. Both object and reference 
mirrors were excited sinusoidal using PZT. Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of the setup 
used for this purpose. 
Phases are produced in real time at a rate of several Hertz and the system was not 
sensitive to the vibration. The above setup was used to estimate the profile of metallic 
electrodes on glass substrates [44]. 
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Figure 2.2 A schematic of a setup for phase shifting [44]. 
' (microns) o o X (microns) 
Figure 2.3 The profile of metallic electrodes on a glass substrate extracted by phase 
shifting method [44]. 
Although using PZT for moving the reference mirror for achieving phase shifting is 
relatively easy, it suffers from errors such as non-linearity, accuracy, and system 
vibration [45-47] and these errors are discussed in section 2.5 . 
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2.2.3 Using a glass plate 
Creating phase shift between two beams by using a parallel glass plate in optical path of 
reference or object beam is also applied for phase shifting. Using this method can avoid 
the errors due to non-linearity of PZT, but vibration induced movement would still exist. 
Figure 2.4, shows the methodology of the phase shift produced by rotating a glass plate. 
This methodology is on the basis of increasing the path length of the reference beam by a 
fraction of wave length with respect to the object beam. 
Figure 2.4 Phase shifting with rotating a glass plate. 
The amount of shift achieved by rotating a glass plate can be calculated using Equation 
(2.2) [32]. 
a = L{i c o s ( Q r ) }sin(u)Au (2.2) 
k n*cos(a') 
Where a is the amount of shift, t is the glass plate thickness, n is its refractive index, 
and K = 271 / X . The angle t> and v' are the angles between the normal to the glass plate 
and the light rays outside and inside of the plate, respectively. 
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2.2.4 Using a grating plate 
Moving a grating plate perpendicular to the direction of the light was used by Suzuki et. 
for phase shifting[32]. As it is shown in Figure 2.5, the reflected beam could have a shift 
in the phase. Acousto-optic modulator (AOM) is considered as an alternative method for 
this purpose. It uses acousto-optic effect to diffract and shift the frequency of the light 
using sound wave and the phase of the diffracted beam will be shifted by the phase of the 
sound wave. This method is considered as better method as it provides better efficiency 
than moving grating plate, however it changes the direction of the light [15]. 
2.2.5 Polarization based phase shifting 
In polarization based phase shifting usually a wave plate is used for polarizing the light. 
A wave plate is a simple birefringent crystal with a suitable orientation and thickness that 
shifts the phase between two perpendicular polarization components of light wave. In a 
polarization based phase shifting interferometer, the object and the reference beams are 
orthogonally polarized hence rotating a quarter wave plate in a particular angle is 
required. Phase shifts is achieved by this method can be calculated by Equation (2.3). 
Figure 2.5 Phase shifting by moving grating and Bragg cell. 
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<p*=2A6 (23) 
Where tp is the phase shift and AQ is the small rotation of the wave plate. 
The main source of error in this method is the inaccuracy of rotation of the wave 
plate[15], as this rotation is usually achieved by using mechanical instruments. 
2.3 Phase Shifting Algorithms 
Phase Sampling or phase shifting is on the basis of reconstruction of the phase 8(x,y) and 
it can be achieved by sampling a number of interferograms differing from each other by 
several of discrete phase S(<i>>. if the plane is shifted, for instance temporally in n steps of 
cp, then n intensity values In(x,y) are measured for each point in the fringe pattern. A 
general expression for an interferogram is written as 
In(x*y) = a(*vy)+ &tv,r)cos'[S(jf,y? +•#]»] (2.4) 
With <pn ={n-X}% n=l.. .m, m>3, and <p0 =— 
m 
a(x. y) 
Here G-Or.y) is the mean intensity and 6(x*»y) represents the visibility for each 
interferograms. Furthermore o (x.) is the phase of each pixel which should be calculated. 
In Equation (2.4) there are three unknowns components a, b and S. Hence only three 
intensity measurements are necessary for calculating the value of phase. However, with 
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more than three a better accuracy can be ensured using a least squares fitting technique. If 
the reference phase values <pn are equally distributed over one or a number of periods, the 
orthogonal relations of the trigonometric functions provide simplified solution. Equation 
(2.4) can be rewritten in the form 
/„(x.y) = K(x, v) + L(x»y)cQ$ <pn + M{x.y)s\mpTi (2.5) 
where 
k(x,y) = a(x,y) 
• L(x»y) = ~b{x,y}c.osS 
Mix,y) = -h(x,y}sinS (2.6) 
By making N phase steps0 = % 2,...»W), Equation (2.5) can be written in matrix form as 
h \ cos<px sirup,, \ 
1 : - I 1 . 
CQStPi sin<pt 
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B =s ^ L c o s a , 
TliSintXi 
x / (2.10) 
By applying the least square application, L and M can be calculated using Equations 
(2.11) and (2.12) [39]: 
m 
Hx,y) = -Yj9{x,y). cos^ (2.11) 
mn=, 
m 
M(x,y) = -YjI,i(x,y)sm<pn (2.12) 
A combination of these equations delivers the basic equation for the phase shifting 
method where the minus sign is ignored because of the ambiguity of the sign in 
interferometry: 
M 
3(x, v) = Arcten— . 
L (2.14; 
Although obtained value using Equation (2.14) has modulus of 7i, with considering the 
sign of the numerator and denominator, the mod 2n wrapped phase distribution 8 (x,y) 
can be measured. The unwrapping or demodulation of this wrapped signal delivers the 
continuous phase field as 
3* Car, y) = 8(x, y) + ZnN < 2.1S 
where N is the integer fringe number. 
2.4 Phase Shifting Methods 
2.4.1 Three step method 29 
Among the various phase-shifting algorithms available, the three-step algorithm requires 
a minimum number of frames and is the simplest to use [48]. The following equations 
describe the intensity values of the three measured fringe patterns: 
Where a(x,y) is the average intensity, b(x,y) is the intensity modulation, 5(x,y) is the 
phase, and (3 is the phase step size. 
Even though P can be any value, the two commonly used ones are P=7t/2 and P=27r/3 and 
the formula for calculating the value of phase for those two particular shift is given by 
Equation (2.19) and (2.20) respectively. 
S(x,y)= tQn-1-^--- for p = ~ (2.19 > 
i $ <• 3 
/»(r, y) = a(x, y) + b{x, y) * cos[<y(x. y) - 0] (2.16) 
Iz(x.y) = a{x. y) + v) * cos[^(xty>] <2,17) 
/ , (x. y) = a{x,y) + b(x, y) * cos[S(x. y) + 0} (2.18) 
3(x,y) = ran 1 (2,20) 
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In this method the amount of phase shift should be known and three equal shifts should 
be achieved among three steps using any of the method mentioned in section 2.2, hence it 
is very sensitive to system error. 
2.4.2 Four step method 
This is also called the conventional 4-frame algorithm. In this method, it is required to 
shift the phase of either reference beam or object beam by 0, nil, n, 3n/2 and four phase 
shifted images are acquired. Thus the intensity equations may be written as 
/»(*.y> = a(x, v) + b(x» y) • cos[5(x, >-)J ' (2,21) 
/a(*'<•>•) = <*<*> >") + M*»y) * cos 
ir 
/a(x.y) = oCv.y) + b(x. y) * cos[5(x,y) +1?} 
3u 




From these equations, the phase of the object can calculated as 
h~h 
3(x,v) = tan'x i 2.25 s 
Even tough this algorithm is commonly used in phase shifting interferograms, it is not 
w 
self-calibrating. So it is important that the phase shift should exactly be 2 in order to 
achieve accurate results [15]. 
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2.4.3 Carre method 
The Carre algorithm is the one which is almost insensitive to linear error of phase 
shifter[49]. In this method four equal but unknown phase shift is needed. This algorithm 
is described by these intensity equations. 
h ix. y) = aix, >•) + b(x, y) » cos[S(x. y)J (2.26) 
/ a (x, y) = a(x. y) + b(x, y) • cgs[<5(.v, y) + a] (2.27) 
h(x. y) = a(x, y) + b(x, v) * cos[o(x, y) + 2a] (2.28) 
u (x, y) = a(x, y) + y) * cos[<?Cx, y) + 3a ] (2,29) 
From these equations, the phase of the object can be calculated as 
i(x,v) = tan 1 f r, : : r - r s— '.2.30.' 
J - l% ~ / a + UY 
When light intensity change are purely sinusoidal, phase error of the Carre algorithm 
becomes zero [49]. 
2.4.4 The five step method 
In this method, like Carre method there is no requirement for having a known shift. 
However the shift should be equal. The advantage of this method to Carre algorithm is 
that if the value of shift phase is large the five step method would give better accuracy 
[15]. The intensity equation in this method may be written as 
Ii(x,y) = a(x,y)+ h(x,y)* cos[£(.v,}}- 2s] (2.31) 
U (x. y) = a(x, y) + h(xf y) « cos[<?<*. y) ™ «] < 2,32) 
y) = a(x,y) + h(x,v) * cos(£(.v.v}] (2.33) 
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i*(x. y) = a(x, y) + h(x, y) * cos[5(x, y) + or] (2,34) 
U f a y } = a foy ) + H*»y)» cos[<5(x,y) + 2a] (2.35) 
From these equations, the phase of the object can be calculated as 
(2.36) 
In this method the phase shift of 90° would give the least error [15] and the value of 
phase can be calculated using the Equation (2.37). 
2.5 Error in Phase Shift ing Method 
Though phase shifting is considered as one of the most accurate techniques, many 
research works have been done to study on minimizing the errors and achieving higher 
accuracy. As a result of these efforts, it was estimated that any steady phase-shift error 
has a spatial frequency twice that of fringe frequency [32,50]. Mudassar[51] obtained a 
maximum image intensity when fringe frequency was twice that of the cutoff frequency 
of the imager. 
Different error sources have been presented for phase shifting method, but the main 
factors that influence the measurement accuracy of this method are vibration, air 
turbulence, phase-shifter errors, non-linearities of the detector, and quantization of the 
detector signal. The details of these error sources will be discussed in this context. 
2.5.1 Vibration and air turbulence 
<?(*.>) = I tan J T ( - l ) (2(^2 - 1 ^ / ( 2 1 ^ - /iS - 1)> 
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The largest limitation of phase-shifting interferometry is its sensitivity to the 
environment, both vibration and air turbulence. Magee and Welsh in 1994 [32] 
announced that vibration and air turbulence are the most common source of temporal 
phase shifting. Hence for accurate results a proper isolation system is required [32]. 
While in simultaneous phase shifting interferometry and spatial carrier interferometry by 
using single-shot interferometric technique, the effects of vibration have been reduced. In 
temporal phase shifting using of a highly isolated table is considered as the easiest way 
for reducing vibration effects. Averaging the result is also considered as a useful method 
to reduce the effects of vibration and air turbulence. 
2.5.2 Phase-shifter errors 
PZT actuators are commonly used as a phase shifter in phase shifting interferometry 
[45,46,47]. Usually they are attached to the reference mirror and using advanced 
computer controlled devices, shift in the phase of reference beam is achieved. All PZT 
based phase shifters carry linear and non-linear phase errors. The linear error of the phase 
shifter is because of miscalibration of the phase shifter. Hence careful calibration of the 
phase shifter can eliminate this error or make it negligible. The important issue about 
non-linear errors of the phase shifters is that they are not easy to be detected or removed 
[15]. Dependency of non-linear or quadratic error to linear or miscalibration error of 
phase shifter varies among different algorithms. The three-frame algorithm, however, can 
cause large phase errors because of detector non-linearities, five-frame algorithm is the 
least sensitive to miscalibration [32]. Dependency of non-linear to linear phase error 
among some common phase shifting algorithms has been illustrated in Figure 2.6. As it 
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shown in this figure, Carre algorithm has excellent resistance to the non-linear phase 
error. 
In the thesis work phase shifting is employed by AOMSI as there is no need to move the 
reference mirror for achieving phase shift. This would minimize linear or non-linear error 
of the phase shifter. 
Figure 2.6 Dependency of non-linear phase error to linear error in different 
algorithms [52]. 
2.5.3 Non-linearity due to the detector 
Even the phase error associated with the recording plane of interferometry is negligible, 
the amplitude error may still occur in phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) and it will 
affect both the amplitude and phase distributions of the reconstructed wave-front in 
original object plane when inverse Fresnel diffraction is involved [53]. Q. Liu[13] 
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proposed a method for correcting the wave front reconstruction errors caused by the 
nonlinearity of a detector by a special digital data processing algorithm. This algorithm 
was able to eliminate amplitude error the recording plane, and reduce both amplitude and 
phase errors significantly. 
2.5.4 Quantization of the detector 
Other factor that influences measurement accuracy is the quantization of detector signal. 
It is due to digitalization of the images, photon noise error and power fluctuation in laser 
in case tunable laser diode is used for phase shifting. For an intensity signal digitized to 
eight bits or more, the quantization error has an insignificant influence on the phase error 
and it is usually negligible when compared with other source of errors mentioned earlier 
[15,32]. 
2.6 Conclusion 
The principle of phase shifting and various methods used to achieve the phase shift were 
discussed in detail. Different available methods for phase shifting and calculation of the 
phase were introduced. The advantages and disadvantages of each method were 
presented. In addition the errors associated with phase shifting method were discussed. 
Chapter 3 
New Temporal Phase-Shifting Technique for Static 
Characterization of Microstructures 
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3.1 Introduction 
Mechanical characterization of MEMS materials is increasingly important in view of 
improving reliability and assessing the life time of new devices. Various types of 
characterization would be required based on the application of the specimen. These 
methods include, surface profiling, static and dynamic characterization, tensile, torsion 
and fatigue testing of specially designed microstructures, particle characterization, 
performance characterization, etc. There are difficulties that exist in manufacturing and 
handling of small structures and determination of geometrical dimensions. 
Unavoidability of residual stress in the fabrication of microstructures is another challenge 
for the designers. Layers in the surface micromachining, created by deposition or 
growth, usually are formed at higher temperatures which are very different from 
operating temperature of the microstructures. This is the main reason of existing residual 
stress in microstructures fabricated using surface micromachining method. Also the 
various thermal expansion coefficients on the device are the other reasons for residual 
stress. In most cases, the deformation of microstructure due to residual stress is 
undesirable yet unavoidable [63, 85]. Residual stress collapses the equilibrium 
configuration of the microstructure and shifts its resonant frequencies. Exploring the 
curvature of the deflection can uniquely determine structural residual stress [64]. Also the 
curvature can be used for calculating the Young's modulus of the device [65], In this 
chapter, a simple phase shifting method is proposed for extracting the curvature of 
MEMS device formed due to existing residual stress. 
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The basic principle of various techniques and methods in the optical metrology, such as 
holographic, speckle, Michelson and Moire interferometry is creating fringe patterns on 
the object. Fringe tracking, Fourier transform and phase shifting methods are three 
popular methods in optical characterization which were created on the fundamental of 
fringe pattern measurement techniques. Existence of inherent problems in the first two 
mentioned methods, has made researchers to consider phase shifting. Resolution and 
accuracy are lacking in fringe tracking method, because of the loss of directional 
information in the fringe formation process. In Fourier transform method, transformed 
intensity distribution to frequency distribution, requires individually adapted filters in the 
spatial domain [66]. 
Phase shifting interferometry is considered as a conventional method for characterization 
of a variety of physical parameters ranging from the surface properties to the 
displacement of solid objects [67]. Spatial and temporal phase shifting are two different 
techniques of phase shifting methods. In the first method, phase shifting is achieved by 
adding a substantial tilt to the wavefront but in the second method it is achievable by 
shifting the fringes through known phase increments such as by moving a mirror, tilting a 
glass plate, moving a grating or using a polarization based phase shifters [66]. Phase 
shifters which are located in either reference or object beam, create phase shifting 
between the object and reference beams. Although recent advances in computing and 
electronic circuit capability have made possible implementation of instant phase 
measurement system [68], it is difficult to obtain spatially uniform phase steps over a 
large aperture [69]. This is the reason that the non-linearity of phase-shifter in various 
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combination of electrical and mechanical loads is the subject of many research works [69, 
70], 
Though stroboscopic interferometry has been used for dynamic characterization of 
microstructures [42,71,72, 73] all the work done so far use either commercial phase 
shifter for temporal phase shifting method or use Fourier transform method for fringe 
analysis. In this work, the methodology of the new phase shifting technique is presented. 
This method utilizes the advantage of stroboscopic interferometry without requiring any 
phase-shifter. 
The proposed simple technique, because of employing accurate phase-shifting 
methodology and avoiding non-linearity of phase-shift is expecting to provide accurate 
results. It does not require any additional software or equipment which makes the 
proposed method more practical for designers. 
3.2 Stroboscopic Interferometry 
Stroboscopic interferometry utilizes the advantage of principle of stroboscopy for 
creating frozen images from vibrating objects and analyzing the device behaviour from 
the acquired interferograms. In this interferomtry, the object is vibrating at a particular 
frequency, and laser which is used for illumination of the object is pulsating at a 
frequency close to vibrating frequency of the device. Advanced capability of CCD 
cameras made them more capable for capturing images from the vibrating device in 
stroboscopic interferometry. Existing information on the captured interferograms are 
related to the frequencies of pulsating laser, driving frequencies of the device and their 
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frequency differences. Figure 3.1, shows the driving signal of the object and pulsating 
signal of the coherent laser in which there is a small difference between those two waves. 
It is obvious that tpuise = tdevice results in frozen image. 
Figure 3.1 The phase motion because of existing small differences between two 
frequencies [14]. 
Stroboscopic interferometry requires a suitable instrument for pulsating the coherent laser 
[73]. A beam generated by a laser diode source, has a short coherence-length [74] and it 
is not monochromatic. Moreover it becomes unstable at higher pulsating frequencies 
[75]. Electronic shutters usually operate in the low frequency range [76] and can not be 
used in a stroboscopic interferometry that requires wide frequency range depending on 
the microstructures. MEMS devices usually operate at high resonance frequencies [25] 
and for characterization of these devices, a measurement system with higher frequency 
imaging system is required [26]. Acousto-optic modulator (AOM) has a variety of 
applications because of its capability to have a wide range of frequency. It is used in 
telecommunication for signal modulation and in spectroscopy for frequency control. Also 
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it can be used for controlling the power, frequency or spatial direction of a laser beam 
with an electrical drive signal. 
Three main parts in an AOM are coupled to each other (see Figure 3.2). The key element 
is an acoustic optic transparent crystal (or piece of glass) through which the light 
propagates. A piezoelectric transducer attached to the crystal launches sound wave with a 
frequency of the order of 100 MHz through the crystal. 
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Figure 3.2 (a) Bragg angle and (b) Vector of diffracted beam in AOM. 
Compressions and rarefactions of the traveling acoustic wave in AOM can be considered 
like spatially periodic density variations in the glass which modifies the index of 
refraction for propagation of the light in each point of the medium. For an acoustic wave 
with wave vector ; propagating in a material with the suitable acoustical and optical 
properties, the change in the index of refraction An(r,t) js given by &31' r - t ( * 
, where 2 k , i s the speed of sound in the material (see Figure 3.2b). 
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The amplitude of the acoustic wave determines and therefore controls the refraction 
of the electromagnetic radiation. A Raman-Nath parameter Q bigger than unity identifies 
_ 4w ^ 
incident of light in Bragg regime. It is defined by , where is the wavelength 
of acoustic wave, # is the width of AOM and is the wavelength of incident light 
[27]. Also the value of Bragg angle for an incident light can be calculated using sin a 
n—— 
= [28] where and are the wavelengths of incident light and acoustic wave 
respectively, and n is called diffraction order (0, ± 1, ±2, . . . ) . In this work AOM was 
positioned in a calculated Bragg angle to the incident light which could transmit 
optimized diffraction angle with maximum intensity. Using TTL signal, the frequency of 
the strobing beam was controlled. 
3.3 Experimental Methodology 
The consequence of applying sinusoidal voltage on a piezoelectric (PZT) material would 
be compression and rarefaction of PZT because of rapidly changing polarity. This 
behavior of PZT makes it possible to vibrate the device mounted. The connection 
between applied sinusoidal voltage to a PZT and the location and stroke of the mounted 
device are shown in Figure 3.3 . Each point of sinusoidal applied voltage corresponds to 
particular location of the device along its stroke. In case of ignoring the backlash of PZT, 
points 'a' and ' f in the sinusoidal wave represent the lowest (point 1) and highest (point 
6) positions of the device respectively. Equal displacement of device on PZT would 
happen if the selected points on the sine wave have equal projected distances on vertical 
axis (see Figure 3.3). 
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device on PZT 
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Figure 3.3 The vibration of mounted cantilever on PZT. 
Acquiring phase-shifted images from this device is the objective in temporal phase-
shifting. This would help creating phase differences between the laser beams reflected 
from the reference mirror and the object. Presented method takes advantage of 
stroboscopy and does not require any phase-shifter. It considers a small difference 
between the frequencies of pulsating light and vibrating object. This functions like the 
common way of creating phase differences using commercial phase shifter. The 
advantage of this method is that that the frequency can be adjusted to any small 
difference enabling phase shifted images within the linear phase of the PZT. 
The device was vibrated in sinusoidal function using PZT at the natural frequency of the 
whole chip which was 2KHz. Strobe light was created using square function in AOM at 
the same frequency of vibration of device. A small difference, 0.01 Hz, in frequency of 
strobing could be applied. This would result in 100 seconds to pass one complete cycle of 
phase differences between them. 
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As shown in Figure 3.4, points 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the sinusoidal wave of vibrating object, 
present the time at which the images were captured. These points are the projection of 
points 2', 3', 4' and 5'on the vertical motion. As the distances between these four points 
are the same, those points present equal phase differences. Since nonlinearity and 
backlash of the piezostack between points 1 to 2 and 5 to 6 were affecting the value of 
phase differences between two waves, points land 6 were not used for capturing images 
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Figure 3.4 Capturing situations of four equal phase-shifted images. 
3.4 Experimental setup 
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The same AOMSI Acoustic-Optic Modulated Stroboscopic Interferometer which was 
described earlier [84] is used in this experiment (see Figure 3.5). This setup was made on 
Twyman-Green interferometry. A real-time vision system was used by employing a CCD 
camera with 648 x 492 pixels which captured 30 images per second and transferred the 
data to a computer. In this experiment, a HeNe laser with 632.8 nm wavelength and 5 
milliwatt power was used for illumination of the device. Also an acoustic-optic 
modulator (AOM-8O) was used for laser pulsing. Bragg angle was calculated for used 
laser and AOM, and it was 0.7 mrad for the first order. The laser was adjusted to incident 
the AOM in Bragg angle to have maximum intensity. Two X./10 mirrors were used to 
reflect zero and first order beams. The first order was used for the illumination of the 
device and the zeroth order was blocked (see Figure3.5). 
Figure 3.5 A digital image of used stroboscopic interferometer set up. 
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Using a function generator FG1, the micromirror mounted on the piezostack was excited 
by applying 10 volts at the frequency of 2 kHz and created phase shifting due to changing 
the path length of laser beam reflecting from the microstructure. Using another function 
generator, FG2 and using TTL signal and AOM, the first-order beam was strobed with 
the same frequency as that of excitation (see Figure 3.6). For strobing the laser, step 
function was used which could be adjusted for having suitable intensity on the images. 
For monitoring the motion of micro structure and frequency of strobing, both function 
generators were connected to an oscilloscope (see Figure 3.6). 
Computer 
Figure 3.6 Schematic arrangement for the Acoustic-Optic Modulated Stroboscopic 
Interferometer for performing temporal phase shifting (AOM: Acoustic-Optic 
Modulator; FG: function generator). 
3.5 Design of Microstructures 
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For testing the applicability of presented temporal phase-shifting stroboscopic 
interferometry method, two microstructures were designed. Both one dimensional and 
two dimensional structures were fabricated. The dimensions of the structures are given in 
Table 3.1, while Figure 3.7 and 3.8 show the SEM images of the structures. Micromirror 
is square shaped and torsionally hinged at both ends. The one dimensional structure is a 
cantilever as shown in Figure 3.8. 
Figure 3.7 SEM image of designed micromirror for the test. 
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Figure 3.8 SEM image of an SOI MicraGem technology cantilever array (DUT 
shows the selected cantilever under test). 
3.6 Results and Discussion 
As discussed earlier, four unknown but equal phase shifted images were captured from a 
micromirror as shown in Figure 3.9. For this purpose, the device was placed in the test 
arm of the interferometry and aligned using a two-axis tilt stage to have the same axis for 
the reflected beam from object and reference beam, and it was focused to bring clear 
image of micromirror to the CCD camera. Since four unknown but equally phase shifted 
images were acquired, Carre algoritim was used for fringe processing. In Carre method a 
general expression for the recorded intensity in an interferogram is given by 
h, = cos[y?(.v, y) + net] (3 J ) 
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where n is a number showing the sequence of the images varying from 0 to 3, a and b are 
related to spatial variation in amplitude of the beams returned from the two 
interferometry arms, and cp(x, y) is the phase distribution that encodes the surface-height 
variations over the object, which needs to be calculated [42]. 
a) The first taken image from Micro mirror. 
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b) The second image after applying phase shift o f (p. 
c) The third image after applying phase shift o f 2q>. d) The fourth image after applying phase shift o f 3<p. 
Figure 3.9 Four interferograms which are taken in stroboscopic interferometry 
from micromirror, a is the first, b, c and d are the second, third, and forth taken 
image respectively 
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Figure 3.10 Wrapped image obtained from Micromirror. 
This equation has four unknown parameters requiring four intensity measurements. 
Having a sequence of measurements of / for four captured images in each pixel, using 
Fringe Processor ™, The Wrapped image from the DUT were extracted as is shown in 
Figure3.10. 
The values of the phase also can be calculated using following equation. 
. ^ J ( 3 / ; - 3 / - / , . / , ) ( / , , / - / , - / , ) (3.2) 
U l 2 3 + u ) 
2 
This value represents wrapped phase value of the image, but it is a multivalued arctan 
function and the solution for (p will be a sawtooth function. It will have discontinuities 
every time <p is changing by 2n [32], Hence 'phase unwrapping' is required to unwrap or 
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integrate the phase along a line (or path) counting the 2n discontinuities. It is needed to 
add 2je each time the phase angle jumps from 2n to zero and to subtract 2n if the change 
is from zero to27i [32]. 
The absolute value of phase in each pixel after the unwrapping process was converted to 
the surface-height information of the microstructure using 
*(*. y) = <p(x> y> • ^  q 3) 
where <p(x,y) and X are the values of phase in each pixels and the wavelength of used 
laser, respectively. Also the pixel number was converted to the length of the micromirrors 
considering the magnification factor of the setup. Figure 3.11 shows the results of this 
conversion and the shape of microstructure because of its residual stress. 
Lenght of micromirror(pm) 
Fast Fourier Transfer method Phase Shifting method Profilometer 
Figure 3.11 Extracted out of plane variation of micromirrors using new method of 
temporal phase shifting method 
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For verifying the result achieved using the presented method of temporal phase shifting, 
the device was tested in a commercial optical profiler (Wyko NT 1100). Optical profiler 
employs coherence scanning interferometry(or white-light interferometry) and uses 
vertical scanning interferometry to produce high quality two and three-dimensional 
surface maps of the object under test. This system delivers rapid and non-contact 
measurements from a few nanometers up to a few millimeters of the object, with sub-
nanometer resolution. The outcome results for the shape of micromirrors using profiler 
was in good agreement with the result using present method (maximum variation was 
about %1). Also the results were compared with the published [84] result of same device 
using Fast Fourier Transform FFT method. The Fourier Transform is a mathematical 
procedure that transfers a function from time domain to the frequency domain. FFT is an 
efficient algorithm, to compute the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and frequently used 
in optical field. Intensity distribution and its evaluation by Hamming window, creating 
the modulus of its Fourier transform, wrapping the phase function and reconstructing 
phase function after the unwrapping procedure are the sequence of stages in FFT method. 
Figure 3.11, shows the results from the developed method having reasonable agreement 
with the results from commercial profiler. 
Further work was done on a cantilever and the same method was used to acquire four 
phase-shifted images from a MicraGeM technology cantilever array. Figure 3.8 shows 
SEM images of this MicraGeM cantilever array and the selected cantilever for the 
analysis. 
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To identify the curvature of the cantilever, the cantilever was adjusted to have no fringes 
on the base (see Figure 3.12a) making the base of microstructure as the reference of the 
measurement. Figure 3.12 shows four unknown but equal phase shifted taken images 
from the cantilever. Because the field of view of AOMSI employed in this work was 
limited to around 510 pm, it would not cover all the length of cantilever which is 810 pm 
in length. 
c d 
Figure 3.12 Captured interferograms from MicraGem technology cantilever array(a 
is the first, b, c and d are the second, third and forth respectively taken image. 
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Obtained fringe pattern for the cantilever, shown in Figure 3.12, was analyzed and the 
phase value of each pixel was extracted. Figure 3.13 shows the wrapped phase value of 
pixels along the cantilever. The absolute value of phase for each pixel in unwrapping 
process was calculated and it was converted to surface-height information of cantilever. 
Figure 3.14 shows the shape of microstructure due to its residual stress after subsequent 
low pass filter on the unwrapped image. 
Figure 3.13 The wrapped phase value of pixels along of selected cantilever. 
One of the most advantages of using this method of phase shifting is that the number of 
fringes is not restricted, in analysis of the fringes, unlike Fourier Transform Method. This 
graph shows the value of surface-height information of the cantilever due to residual 
stress where x-axis gives is along the length of cantilever which is 539 pm and y-axis 
shows the out of plane distribution which is 112 nm on the tip. 
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Figure 3.14 Surface-height information of the selected cantilever. 
Name of designed 
microstructure 
The method of 
manufacturing 
Dimensions(|xm) 
Length Wide Thickness 
Micromirrors MicraGem 500 500 10.5 
Microcantilever MicraGem 810 -30 10.5 
Table 3.1 Designed microstructures for the test. 
3.7 Conclusion 
A new method of temporal phase shifting using Acoustic-Optic Modulated Stroboscopic 
Interferomtry was presented. This method, unlike common temporal phase shifting 
methods does not require any phase- shifter which has the error of phase-shifter 
nonlinearity. As an illustration of accuracy of the presented method, the experiments 
were done on a MicraGem technology torsional micromirror and the results were in 
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excellent agreement with the result of the same device under a commercial white light 
profiler (Wyko NT 1100). Also the obtained results were in good agreement with the 
previous published results on the same micro device using Fourier Transform method. 
Further work was done on a MicraGem cantilever to explore the curvature of the 
cantilever because of residual stress. 
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Chapter 4 
Static Characterization of Microstructures Using 
Developed AOMSI and Temporal Phase-Shifting 
4.1 Introduction 
Electrostatic MEMS is a rapidly maturing field that has found verity of applications in 
automotive and industrial sectors. It includes switches, micro-mirrors, micro resonators 
and sensors [76-77]. All of them employ a diaphragm or cantilevered structure as part of 
a variable capacitance sensor geometry. As an example, Figure 5.1 shows an array of 
three MEMS RF switches. 
Electro static actuators are used in harsh environment and their behavior under different 
mechanical loads is the subject of many research works [77-78]. A Failure in MEMS 
device may happen due to high stresses, striction and electric short circuits. Further more, 
these devices may face shock loads and unexpected electrostatic force [79]. Hence 
characterization of these devices is highly required for optimizing their design and its 
commercialization. Characterization will help to identify the region of stable operation 
and the situation of instabilities. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic of a capacitor-type 
Fixed-Free cantilever beam and its deflection after applying electrostatic load. 
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Figure 4.1 An array of three MEMS RF switches [3]. 
Figure 4.2 (a) A capacitor-based fixed-free cantilever beam, (b) Deformed beam 
under electrostatic force. 
Well-known phenomenon of 'pull-in' voltage is considered the most important issue for 
characterization of capacitive-type. sensors and actuators [80-81], These sensing 
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structures operate in the constant voltage drive mode and collapses on the backplane if 
the bias voltage exceeds certain limit. In other word, collapse happens when electro static 
pressure in the device exceed the elastic restoring pressure. Identifying this limit is 
critical for capacitive-type sensors and actuators; hence theoretical model of these 
devices is necessary before performing any tests on these devices. 
4.2 Theoretical analysis 
In this section, the fixed-free capacitor based cantilever shown in Figure 4.3 is analyzed 
with the help of a developed theoretical [19]. Initially the formulation of developed 
theoretical model will be studied briefly and later the response of device under various 
applied electro static load will be discussed. Figure 4.3 shows the schematic of the 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of assumed capacitor-base cantilever for the experiment. 
Using energy approach, the transverse deflection of a beam is approximated as 
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H 
where cn are the deflection coefficients of the cantilever and are the orthogonal 
polynomials. Using energy method for solving the Equation (4.2), requires the strain 
energy and the electrostatic potential energy. The equations for these energies can be 
written as in Equations (4.2) & (4.3). 
s t r a h , ^ (4 .2 ) i4Ii „ ft 
f 1 
= • 2a i +—-T—+ —^r- dx electrostatic potential energy (4,3) « a ' 
where E is the young modulus, t is the thickness, w is the width, L is the length, is the 
permittivity of the free space, is the relative permittivity of the dielectric medium, d is 
the gap between cantilever and base, and V is the applied voltage. 
Using energy method after minimizing potential energy, the elastic shape of the 
cantilever can be obtained using Equation (4.5) 
For / = 1..... ^ 
- S ^ f \cj = S2 | 6(x}0;(x)dx - 4.5> 
For * = 
in which 
Er = I 0''(xW'lx)dx (4.6) 
.0 ' 
= | 0t(x}0jix)dx '4.7i 
.'a 
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And the constant value of and can be calculated using Equation in (5.7) 
c _ ±2€0€?1*¥* _ 6eflsrl*V2 
l~ Et*d* ' * ~ Ft»d2 ' -
Using this model, the deflection of the cantilever beam under electrostatic load was 
extracted. Table 4.1 shows the parameters considered for the calculation and Figure 4.4 
illustrates the cantilever response for 10V, 20V, 30V, and40V of applied electrostatic 
loads. 
Parameters Value 
Length (L) 1200(pm) 
Thickness (t) 10.5(pm) 
Gap (d) ll(pm) 
Widths (w) 63(pm) 
Young's Module (E) 129(GPa) 
Density(P) 2320( tkffml T(~3)) 
Considered shape Rectangle 
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Figure 4.4 Predicted displacement of the cantilever under different applied voltages. 
As it is shown in Figure 5.4, the deflection of the cantilever is increased with raising the 
applied electro static loads. The increasing deflection is non linear due to reducing the 
gap'd' with increasing the applied voltage. 
4.3 Experimental Methodology 
A capacitor-base MicraGem[19] cantilever with properties shown in Table 5.1 was 
considered for the experiment. Developed AOMSI explained in chapter 4.2 was used for 
the experiment, the DUT chip was mounted in the test arm of the AOMSI (explained in 
3.2) and it was adjusted to obtain clear images from the cantilever. As the FOV of the 
system was limited to -610 pm, the root portion of the device was focused in the setup. 
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One of the requirements of the developed new method is to vibrate the DUT at the natural 
frequency of the structure. A vibration frequency of 2354 Hz was obtained as the natural 
frequency of vibrating cantilever by sweeping the input excitation frequency of 
sinusoidal voltage applied on PZT. The natural frequency can be tracked with a big 
movement of fringes in the image. Then the laser in AOMSI is strobed at this frequency 
to obtain frozen images of the fringes on the cantilever. A D.C power supply system for 
applying electrostatic load and an A.C power supply for exciting piezoelectric actuator 
were used in the experiment as shown in Figure 4.5. 
Insulator 
Cantilever beam 
Ground plane o f the device 
PZT 
Figure 4.5 Electrostatic excitation of microcantilever. 
In order to identify the range of applied loads for static characterization of the device, the 
behavior of the DUT was studied using theoretical model. The tip deflection of DUT was 
extracted by applying wide range of voltages between 5V&85V with an interval of 5V. 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the result of tip deflection for applied electro static loads. As it 
shown in this figure, the expected pull in voltage for the DUT is around 85 Volts. 
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Applied voltage(Volts) 
Figure 4.6 Tip deflection of the beam because of the electrostatic loads. 
Hence the voltage range has to be carefully chosen, so that the cantilevers will not pull in 
during experiment. Also in the developed method of TPS, the object in vibrated 
externally using a PZT actuator to achieve phase shift. Considering these the maximum 
voltage for performing static characterization using AOMSI was kept at 40V. 
4.4 Results and discussion 
Using the developed TPS method, four unknown but equally phase shifted images of the 
DUT ware acquired as shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 4.7 Four equally phase-shifted images from DUT when no voltage was 
applied. 
In the first step, there was not any voltage applied to the cantilever. The purpose was 
acquiring initially shape of the cantilever. Hence, after acquiring four phase-shifted 
images the value of phase for each pixel on the cantilever was calculated and it was 
converted to the surface-height infonnation of the cantilever as explained in section 3.3. 
In the next step, electrostatic load was applied on the cantilever by applying 1OV on the 
cantilever. This would make the free beam to bend towards the fixed ground plane. The 
technique used in the first step was repeated in order to explore the shape of the structure 
under a electrostatic load. For obtaining the deflection of the structure under particular 
electrostatic load, the original shape of the cantilever at 'OV' was subtracted. The same 
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process was performed with applying 20V, 30V, and 40V to the structure. Figure 4.8 
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Figure 4.8 Displacement of the cantilever because of applied voltage in AOMSI. 
In order to compare the results between theoretical model and the results from AOMSI, 
deflections of DUT was predicted at bias voltage of 10V, 20V, 30V, and 40V. Figure 5.9 
illustrates the comparison of the results between the experimental and theoretical results. 
As shown in Figure 5.9 there are two distinct variations. One in the magnitude of the 
deflection and the other is the overall shape of deflection. The magnitude of the tip 
deflection measured experimentally in about 7 to 8% lower than the theoretical 
prediction. The reason for this is due to the residual stress. The cantilever has an upward 
bend even without applying any electrostatic loads (Figure 3.14 for one designed 
MicraGem cantilever). This residual stress have not considered for the theoretical 
modeling, where the gap between the cantilever and the base is considered as 11 |im. In 
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reality since the cantilevers bend upwards due the gap increases thereby reducing the 
electrostatic forces. This reduces the amount of deflection measured. 
Since the gap increases non-linearly along the length of the cantilever, this also affects 
the profile of the cantilever. Moreover the variations in the profile are attributed in part to 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of the results in developed AOMSI and theoretical model. 
As it shown in Figure 5.8 there is a good agreement between the results and variation of 
less than 8% was acquired. Two reasons are primary for the variations. Firstly the initial 
existing tilt on the cantilever due to residual stress was not considered in the theoretical 
modeling of the cantilever. And it was considered to be flat. Secondly existing of the 
abbreviation error in the set up makes the result of experiment in AOMSI to be varied 
form the theoretical model. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
A brief explanation about the importance of static characterization for micro structures 
was explained. A brief theoretical model for a fixed-free capacitor-base cantilever was 
also presented. Using the developed method of temporal phase shifting the shape of the 
cantilever under electrostatic load was extracted. There was a good agreement between 
the results of AOMSI and theoretical model. 
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Chapter 5 
Stitched Acousto-Optic Modulator Stroboscopic 
Interferometry for Characterizing Large Structures 
5.1 Introduction 
Acquiring a large field of view (FOV) along with high resolution is one of the main 
requirements of present imaging interferometric technologies. As an example, large field 
of view is essential in order to study the anatomy of the organism with 3D high-
resolution image [87], The most advanced technology which is used for imaging with 
high spatial resolution is suffering from the limitation of FOV, while those imaging 
system with large FOV has the problem of spatial resolution. Hence, a system that can 
provide images with high resolution with large field of view would be useful. Sub-
aperture stitching method is considered as a practical method which can overcome both 
FOV and resolution limitation [87]. 
The sub-aperture stitching method involves obtaining a series of sub-aperture maps from 
entire specimen and combining them to get a full field map of the object [88], Sub-
aperture maps can individually have enough accuracy and combining the maps would 
enable a full aperture map of the specimen with required resolution. Usually there is a 
trade off between field of view and resolution [89] as it is difficult to obtain both in the 
same time and usually an optimization procedure is employed in order to obtain a 
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reasonable objective. A stitching method suggests 20 % overlap between subsequent 
images as an optimized tradeoff between FOV and resolution [90]. 
Although the present of sub-aperture stitching technology aims to minimize the errors of 
stitching, they are not sufficient to provide the precision some applications [90]. As an 
example, those measurement systems which are using microscopic stage for tilting the 
specimens are not able to provide enough accuracy because the physical coordinates 
provided by the microscope stage are not precise enough to allow reconstruction 
("Stitching") of the whole image from individual image stacks[87]. While scanning either 
the wave front or the sample with respect to the other increases the FOV without 
affecting the spatial resolution, they are not able to provide real time measurements. 
Various stitching methods with different ways of describing the overlap area have been 
used for stitching long specimens. Although having an overlapping area is common in all 
stitching methods, its length can be a significant and effective parameter for stitching 
process [90], It is known that having long overlapping region can make the result more 
accurate when there is no constraint on the number of images. But, in contrary, more 
maps would result in more errors due to the variation in imaging conditions. As result, an 
optimized overlapping length should be considered in stitching methods. 
Furthermore, consideration of data in overlapping region is another significant issue in 
stitching process. In some areas, where the displacement is high and not accurate require 
only averaging of the data sets of overlapping portion. While in the case of requirement 
for higher accuracy the data in the overlapping portion should be analyzed using different 
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mathematical functions. Hence, different coarse and fine strategies have been developed 
for the overlap area in order to obtain higher accuracy in stitching process [87]. 
For any measurement system including stitching, obtaining a suitable mapping system 
with higher resolution is essential. Interferometry technique which is usually used for the 
test of microstructures carries higher resolution [91]. Hence many accurate profilers have 
been made on the basis of interferometric system. In this work three simple stitching 
methods employing an Acousto-Optic Modulator Stroboscopic Interferometer (AOMSI) 
without requiring any calibrated high precision stages are proposed. This interferometer 
system using Temporal Phase-shifting (TPS) method is able to extract surface 
information of the microstructure with a few nanometer resolutions. The applicability of 
these methods for micro devices is discussed and the results of different stitching 
approaches are presented in comparison with the whole field results obtained using a 
commercial white light profilometer. 
5.2 Stitching Methods 
Stitching is required when the FOV of measurement system is smaller than the size of the 
specimen. Stitching procedure requires having a common area in two adjacent images to 
merge the data from two images onto one image. In this thesis three different stitching 
methods based on geometric, size and combination of geometry and size as a reference 
are presented for stitching large specimens. 
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5.2.1 Size reference method 
In size reference method, a known size of the specimen is considered as a reference. This 
allows identifying overlapping areas in two sequential images (shown in Figure 5.1) and 
enables stitching. There is no constraint for the shape of specimen in this method except 
that entire specimen must be covered in two adjacent acquired images. The specimens 
that are equal or lager than two FOVs can not be characterized using size reference 
methodology. For the case of stitching with size reference, two methodologies based on 
edge or overlap area is introduced in this section and the results of experiment for both 
approaches are also presented. 
! r 1 
Overalpping area 
The area in the first image The area in the second image 
The Length of Overlap area = L1+L2-L 
Figure 5.1 Scheme for the dimension of a specimen for stitching using size reference 
method. 
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Figure 5.2 A 2-D specimen in which the FOV of taken adjunct images and the 
reference edges for stitching using size reference has been illustrated. 
In "edge consideration" approaches one of the top or bottom edges of the specimen in the 
FOV is considered as reference for stitching and the result from whole of the image is 
used and remaining portion of the specimen from other image is added to it. Stitching 
using size reference can be applied to 2-D and 1-D specimens, while in 1-D specimens 
just having a reference line will be enough for the stitching. Figure 5.2 shows a 2-D 
specimen in which the FOV of adjacent images and references for the stitching using size 
references are shown. 
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In the second methodology of using size reference "overlap area consideration" approach, 
unlike previous method the data from overlap area in two adjacent images are functioned 
and used in the stitching process. The way of functioning the data sets in overlap area can 
be different depends on the circumstance of the measurement system, specimen and 
required accuracy [88] while a simple function would be averaging the data in overlap 
area. The overlap area consideration approach provides a better accuracy than edge 
approach, as it uses both the data in overlap area for stitching. 
5.2.2 Geometric reference 
Various components such as micromirrors arrays and cantilevers require a high accuracy 
characterization, but limitation in the FOV of measurement systems makes this difficult. 
For devices with at least one structural discontinuity, geometric reference can be used 
where these points are considered as reference during stitching of the images. This 
method is not applicable for specimens which do not carry any geometrical change in the 
structure or having them while the distance between them is larger than the FOV of the 
acquired image. In this method, extracted information from all images is added to each 
other with equalizing the date in reference points. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show 
schematic of 2-D and 1-D specimens respectively which have at least one structural 
discontinuity in each FOV and stitching method with geometric reference can be used for 
extracting surface information of the whole specimen. The FOV of the adjunct images, 
the reference points and overlap areas also has been shown on these figures. 
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Figure 5.3 The area of the adjunct images and references for stitching them on the 
basis of geometric reference. 
Overlapping area Passing line on reference point 
The area in the first image The area in the second image 
Figure 5.4 The area of two images and references for stitching them on the base of 
geometric reference. 
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5.2.3 Combination of size and geometrical reference 
Combination of geometric reference and size reference is considered more practical 
method for larger specimens. This method gives possibility of characterizing many big 
specimens which were not possible using any explained stitching methods. Figure 5.5 
shows a rectangular specimen which has a few cut outs in the central area. This specimen 
because of having larger area than the FOV of testing system it is not possible to be 
tested without using any stitching method. Further more as the distance between the cut 
outs and the edge of the specimen (LI or L4) is larger than the FOV and there is not any 
structural discontinuity in this area, hence using any of the previous stitching methods is 
impractical. A combination of size and geometrical reference method can be used for 
stitching the images of this specimen as it shown in Figure 5.4. Initially Ii i, I12,113, AND I14 
are stitched to I21,122,123, and I24 respectively, using size reference method. The same way 
I51, I52,153, and I54 can be stitched to l6i, 162,163, and 1m respectively. Also the adjacent 
images in the central area of the specimen because of having one cut out in common area 
of them can be stitched using geometrical reference. 
D a 
a • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
t. 
Figure 5.5 Scheme of a 2-D specimen and its dimension for stitching using 
combination of size and reference method. 
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areas is shown, can be analyzed using combination of size and geometric references. 
5.3 Results and Discussions 
For studying practically presented stitching methods, the experiments were done on a 
MicraGem cantilever which is 81 Opm length, 35jam minimum width and 10.5 (im thick. 
Figure 5.7 shows the image of used cantilever array in which the selected cantilever for 
the test has been identified. 
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Structural discontinuity 
Figure 5.7 MicroGem made cantilever array and selected cantilever for the test. 
The device was mounted on a two-axis stage of the interferometer and it was focused to 
bring clear image of the microcantilever to CCD camera. In the first step of the 
experiment four unknown but equal phase shifted images from the root of the device 
were taken as shown in Figure 5.8. As the field of view (FOV) of the optical equipment 
used in the experimental set up was limited to around 610pm, a portion of the 
microcantilever from the root has been placed in the FOV. 
Four captured images were studied using Carre algorithm and the value of phase for each 
pixel over the selected cantilever was calculated. Expression 
In(x, y) -a + bcos[^(.t,y) + na\ (5.1) 
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in which tp(x, y) is the phase distribution that encodes the surface information over the 
object, n is a number showing the sequence of the images varying from 0 to 3 and letters 
a and b are constant value related to spatial variation in amplitude of the beams returned 
from the two interferometry arms is used for this calculation. 
Extracted phase value for the pixels is a saw function and has discontinuities of 2n. For 
this reason the extracted data was conducted to obtain the absolute value for the phase. 
In optical methodology obtaining the surface information from phase value requires a 
transformation which is related to the methodology and used experiment. Equation (2) in 
which <p(x,y) and X are the values of phase in each pixels and the wavelength of used 
laser respectively, is used expression for transferring the phase value to surface 
information in this work. 
h{x,y) = fax,y)*WAn] (5.2) 
Extracted data presenting the surface information of the root of test cantilever is shown in 
Figure 5.9. 
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The third acquired image The fourth acquired image 
Figure 5.8 Four unknown but equally phase-shifted captured images from used 
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Figure 5.9 Extracted deflection information for the root portion of the DUT. 
As the FOV of the measurement system was shorter than the size of the DUT, another set 
of images were required, from the tip portion of the device, to stitch the information in 
two sets and extract surface information for whole the DUT. In the second step of the 
experiment, mounted DUT on the stage was moved to have the image of tip portion of 
the cantilever in CCD camera without making any tilt in the device. Figure 5.7, Shows 
captured four unknown but equally phase-shifted images from the device in this step. 
The same process was performed in the second step to obtain the phase value and surface 
information for the tip portion of the cantilever. Figure 5.11 shows this value for 442 
pixels of the can 
81 
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Figure 5.10 Four unknown but equally phase-shifted captured images from used 
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Figure 5.11 Extracted surface information for the tip portion of the DUT. 
Existing structural discontinuity in the DUT, as shown in Figure 5.7, and also having the 
size of DUT known made possible to stitch acquired two set of images using size and 
geometrical references. Figure 5.12-5.15 illustrate the result of stitching in different 
approaches and the inserts in the figures show the reference consideration and 
methodology of stitching. Comparison of the results of four different approaches shows 
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Figure 5.13. Extracted surface information for DUT after stitching with size 
reference and considering whole tip configuration. 
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The length (pixels) 
Figure 5.14. Extracted surface information for the DUT after stitching with size 
reference and considering whole root configuration. 
200 300 400 
The length (pixels) 
500 600 700 
• From the first step - From the second step Overlap 
Figure 5.15. Extracted surface information for the DUT after stitching with 
averaging overlapping areas. 
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Even though, starting of the experiment the device was adjusted to have a parallel base 
with reference mirror, appearing fringes in the base (as can be seen in acquired images in 
Figures 5.8 and 5.10) proves having a small tilt on the device. For compensating this tilt 
on the extracted surface information for the cantilever the value of tilt of device was 
calculated using the same process on the base as explained for the cantilever. Figure 5.16 
shows the extracted result for the tilt, the surface information for the DUT after stitching 
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Figure 5.16 Extracted information for DUT after compensating the tilt. 
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Though the results from various stitching approaches mentioned in this work are 
repeatable with an error of less than 1%, it does not show the accuracy of the stitching 
process yet. In order to verify the outcome of the accuracy of presented method of 
stitching, the device was tested in a commercial optical profiler (Wyko NT1100) with a 
FOV larger than the DUT. Figure 5.17 illustrates both the results from profiler and 
stitching, while table 1 compares the result from profiler with different proposed stitching 
approaches. Even though the Figure 5.17 shows good agreement between the result from 
profiler and stitching, the variation between them is remarkable. 
The First reason for this variation is that the tilt in the profiler is autocorrected, while in 
proposed stitching method the tilt and the profiler of the DUT was calculated separately. 
Moreover the cantilever which carries huge amount of residual stress has two shapes; the 
first image closer to the root is curved, while the second image is almost linear. This is 
another reason, and the third reason is the small spherical aberration in the developed 
interferometer [75]. 
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The length( pixels) 
The results from profiler The shape of cantilever after considering tilt 
Figure 5.17 Extracted information for the test cantilever after considering the tilt 




















data in overlap 
areas 
Extracted profile of 
the cantilever (nm) 
16103 1612.5 1623 1607 
Variation from 
profilometer(l 505nm) 
6.99% 7.14% 7.84% 6.77% 
Table 5.1 Comparing the result of four used stitching methods and profilometer 
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5.4 Conclusion 
Three simple techniques for stitching of long specimens were presented. These 
techniques taking advantage of structural discontinuity or known length of the structures 
as reference and do not require any computer control stage. As the filed of view of the 
used experiment set up was larger than the length of cantilever, experiments was done in 
two steps. In the first step the root portion of cantilever were tested and in the second step 
the tip portion. Surface information for the root and tip portion of the cantilever 
individually extracted and in four different methods the images were stitched to have the 
whole view of the microstructure. For confirmation of the result the device was tested in 
full field of view with commercial profilometer. Obtained result was in good agreement 
with the result of stitching. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
Phase shifting interferometry is considered as a conventional and reliable method for 
surface, static and dynamic characterization of microstructures. A simple yet viable 
Acoustic-Optic Modulated Stroboscopic Interferomter (AOMSI) was developed for 
implementing a new method of temporal phase shifting for surface profiling and static 
characterization of microstructures. The developed AOMSI uses a continuous wave laser 
which is pulsed with an Acousto Optic Modulator (AOM). This developed setup has 
ability for characterizing a variety of microstructures using the presented temporal phase 
shifting method. The proposed method unlike other temporal phase shifting methods, 
utilizes the principle of stroboscopy for phase shifting and does not require any phase-
shifter that has the inherent error due to nonlinearity. 
As an illustration of accuracy of the presented method, experiments were done on a 
MicraGem technology torsional micromirror and the results were in excellent agreement 
with the result of the same device under a commercial white light profiler (Wyko 
NT1100). Also the obtained results were in good agreement with the previous published 
results on the same micro device using Fourier Transform method. 
The importance of static characterization for micro structures was presented. An energy 
based theoretical model was discussed. For predicting the static behavier of 
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microstructures using the developed theoretical model, the deflected shape of cantilever 
was predicted under 1OV, 20V, 30V, and 40V and they were compared with experimental 
results using developed AOMSI. There was a good agreement between the experimental 
and theoretical results. The variation was noticed on the order of about 7 to 8% in the tip 
deflection. This could be due to the presence of residual stress on the cantilever which 
was not considered in the theoretical prediction. Other possible reason for variation could 
be spherical aberration in the setup. The non uniform gap due to the presence of residual 
stress could also influence the validation. 
Further work was done for characterizing structures which are larger than the FOV of the 
developed intereferometer using temporal phase shifting method. Three simple 
techniques for stitching the large specimens were presented. These techniques do not 
require any computer control stage as they use structural discontinuity or physical sizes 
for reference. The experiments were done on MicraGem cantilevers. As the FOV of the 
experimental set up was smaller than the length of cantilever, experiments were done in 
two steps. In the first step the root portion of cantilever was tested while in the second 
step, the tip portion was tested. Obtained information from the root and tip were stitched 
using three proposed methodologies. The results of stitching were compared with the 
full-field view measurements carried out using a commercial profilometer. The results 
were found to be in good agreement. 
6.2 Future Work 
For obtaining a high precision metrology and extending the application of developed 
AOMSI, temporal phase shifting following future work is suggested. 
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To improve the resolution of the developed AOMSI using this new method of temporal 
phase shifting two important error sources should be considered. Since the set up is 
developed in an open area with a laser source, reflection of the light from other 
equipments was affecting the results. Implementation of fiber-optic system can reduce 
this noise. Moreover, during all the experiments done towards this thesis, images were 
acquired manually, as explained in Section 3.3. This not only reduce the repeatability 
which capturing the four phase shifted images, but also increases the time required for 
capture. Electronic system for automating the acquiring of images would be highly 
recommended for future work, as this will ensure repeatability and reduce operating time. 
The most important improvement of this work would be the dynamic characterization 
using temporal phase shifting. Implementation of dynamic characterization using the 
developed method of temporal phase shifting would make the presented method more 
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